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| CD-BOOK CHI | Child, Lincoln. *Deep Storm*: [a novel]. Library ed. Westminster, MD: Books on Tape, p2007. Read by Scott Brick. Dr. Peter Crane investigates a mysterious illness after workers start getting sick on an oil platform far out in the Atlantic, right after the discovery of ruins 12,000 feet down that could be the lost city of Atlantis. |
| CD-BOOK GAB | Gabaldon, Diana. *An echo in the bone*: a novel. [Prince Frederick, Md.]: Recorded Books, p2009. Read by Davina Porter. In the seventh installment of Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander series, Jamie Fraser and his time-traveling wife Claire face an abundance of daunting obstacles in the midst of the American Revolution. While they already know how history will play out, they are uncertain of their own futures. |
| CD-BOOK PRE | Preston, Douglas J. *The wheel of darkness*. Unabridged ed. New York: Hachette Audio, 2007. Read by René Auberjonois. While on a grand tour Pendergast and Constance learn that a rare and dangerous artifact the monks have been guarding for generations has been mysteriously stolen. Pendergast takes up the search which leads them to the maiden voyage of the Queen Victoria. |
| FIC ALLEN SARAH | Allen, Sarah Addison. *Lost Lake*. New York: St. Martin's Press, 2014. "Suley, Georgia, is home to Lost Lake Cottages and not much else. Which is why it’s the perfect place for newly-widowed Kate and her eccentric eight-year-old daughter Devin to heal. Kate spent one memorable childhood summer at Lost Lake, had her first almost-kiss at Lost Lake, and met a boy named Wes at Lost Lake. It was a place for dreaming. But Kate doesn’t believe in dreams anymore, and her Aunt Eby, Lost Lake’s owner, wants to sell the place and move on. Lost Lake’s magic is gone. As Kate discovers that time has a way of standing still at Lost Lake can she bring the cottages--and her heart--back to life? Because sometimes the things you love have a funny way of turning up again. And sometimes

you never even know they were lost . . . until they are found"--.

**FIC ANDREWS MARY KAY**  
Thirty-something childhood friends Ellis, Julia, and Dorie take a vacation to the Outer Banks in order to get away from their problems and are forced to face their secrets and start down a path of forgiveness, while spending time with a landlord who is barely able to keep his beach house and a woman in need of a hiding place and a new identity.

**FIC BARBIERI**  
Learning of the infidelity of her husband, Nora Cunningham packs up her daughters Annie and Ella and heads to Burke's Island, just off the coast of Maine where her mother disappeared at sea long ago. Just as Nora begins to regain her balance, her daughters embark on a reckless odyssey of their own--forcing Nora to finally face the truth about her marriage, her mother, and her long-buried past.

**FIC BARR**  
"An Anna Pigeon mystery".

**FIC BELL**  
When Alex Hawke was a child, his parents were murdered on their yacht in the Caribbean. When, as an adult, he returns to those same waters on a secret mission to find a missing submarine, fate hands him information that may lead to his parents' killers.

**FIC BEVERLY-WHITTEMORE**  

**FIC BINCHY**  

**FIC BLOCK ELLEN**  
Abigail Harker retreats to Chapel Isle after a devastating loss to take over as caretaker of a rundown lighthouse, hoping to start over, but Abigail learns there is no way to outrun the past and must face her grief if she hopes to find meaning in her life once more.

**FIC BRASHARES**  

**FIC BRETTE**  

**FIC BROWN RITA MAE**  
A life-changing lesson about family and the pleasure and heartbreak that comes with it is told in this story of two sisters, their motherless cousin, and their day-trip to the shores of Chesapeake Bay in August, 1952.

**FIC CHILD LINCOLN**  
Former naval doctor Peter Crane is urgently summoned to a remote oil platform in the North Atlantic to help diagnose a
bizarre medical condition spreading through the rig. But when he arrives, Crane learns that the real trouble lies far below—on "Deep Storm," a stunningly advanced science research facility built two miles beneath the surface on the ocean floor. The top-secret structure has been designed for one purpose: to excavate a recently discovered undersea site that may hold the answers to a mystery steeped in centuries of myth and speculation. A year earlier, he is told, routine drilling uncovered the remains of mankind’s most sophisticated ancient civilization: the legendary Atlantis. But now that the site is being excavated, a series of disturbing illnesses has begun to affect the operation.

FIC CLARK CAROL
“A Regan Reilly mystery”.

FIC COULSON

FIC CRICHTON

FIC CUSSLER

FIC DELINSKY
Two childhood friends reunite at a summer retreat, each harboring a horrible secret that would test the bounds of their longtime relationship if revealed.

FIC DYBEK
Dybek, Nick. When Captain Flint was still a good man. New York: Riverhead Books, 2012.

FIC FRANK
Returning to Folly Beach, her childhood home, newly widowed Cate Cooper, whose late husband’s financial exploits have left her homeless and broke, discovers that it is possible to go home again and discover the person she was meant to become.

FIC FRANK
Beth Hayes, having just graduated from college and aspiring to become a writer, puts her career plans on hold to house sit the family home on Sullivan Island and learns about her family’s past, falls in love with a man who is not suitable for her, and encounters obstacles which she must rely on her family and friends to overcome.

FIC FREETHY
"Jenna Davis flees to the close-knit community of Angel's Bay with a seven-year-old child, a dangerous secret, and a heart full of pain. She wants nothing more than to live a quiet life, but when she sees a teenager plunge off the pier, she doesn't hesitate to dive in after her. But saving the desperate girl's life thrusts Jenna into a spotlight she can ill afford. Suddenly everyone in town wants to know her story—a story that could
cost her life. Reid Tanner was a tough reporter until a shattering incident changed everything. Now all of his instincts are on alert. Who is Jenna, and what is she hiding? He wants answers, but his quest for the truth could put them all in danger. They say love is a miracle--but can it keep Jenna safe in his arms?"--p. [4] of cover.

FIC GABALDON


As battle-scarred Jamie Fraser and his twentieth-century time-travelling wife Claire Randall flee from North Carolina to the high seas during the American Revolution, they encounter privateers and ocean battles. Meanwhile in the relative safety of the 20th century Brianna (Claire and Jamie's daughter) and Roger MacKenzie, Brianna's husband, search for clues not only to Claire's fate--but to their own fate in the Highlands.

FIC GARVIS GRAVES


Stranded on an uninhabited island after their private plane crashes, thirty-year-old Anna Emerson and sixteen-year-old T.J. Callahan, her tutee, struggle to survive and, as the months pass, slowly fall in love.

FIC GREELEY


FIC GREEN


Twenty years after her husband committed suicide, Nan learns that her money has run out, forcing her to open her rambling old house on Nantucket to strangers, but, as her rented rooms fill with a diverse cast of characters, Nan learns it is possible to find true friendship and unexpected happiness in the darkest circumstances, even when a surprising guest throws Nan, and the rest of her family, for a loop.

FIC GRULEY


FIC HILDERBRAND


FIC HILDERBRAND


Meredith Martin Delinn, under siege after it is learned her husband cheated rich investors out of billions of dollars, persuades her estranged friend Connie Flute to take her along to Connie's house in Nantucket, where the two women, both nursing their broken hearts, learn lessons of love, healing, and redemption.

FIC HILDERBRAND


FIC HOAG


Elena was once a child of wealth and privilege in Palm Beach until she was betrayed and disillusioned by those closest to her. She became an undercover cop until a tragic mistake ended her career, now she trains horses for a living. After finding the body of a friend is determined to find the truth,
that will shock Palm Beach society to its core, and could very well get her killed.

FIC KAVA

FIC KOCH
It all started the previous summer. Marc, his wife, and their two beautiful teenage daughters agreed to spend a week at the Meier's extravagant summer home on the Mediterranean. Joined by Ralph and his striking wife Judith, her mother, and film director Stanley Forbes and his much younger girlfriend, the large group settles in for days of sunshine, wine tasting, and trips to the beach. But when a violent incident disrupts the idyll, darker motivations are revealed, and suddenly no one can be trusted. As the ultimate holiday soon turns into a nightmare, the circumstances surrounding Ralph's later death begin to reveal the disturbing reality behind that summer's tragedy.

FIC KRUEGER
Detective Cork O'Connor must solve the murder of a young girl while stranded on a remote island with his daughter, Jenny, where they discover an abandoned baby boy with a link to the victim, and the killer, who will stop at nothing to keep Cork from revealing his identity.

FIC LANDIS JILL

FIC MARTEL

FIC MONSARRAT

FIC OATES

FIC ODOM

FIC PACKER

FIC PRESTON

FIC RAICHLEN
New York book editor Claire Doheney, recovering from a serious illness, agrees to house-sit an oceanfront mansion on Chappaquiddick Island in Martha's Vineyard, and while she goes to the island hoping for solace, strength, and a relaxing place to finish a biography of psychotherapist Wilhelm Reich, she also finds love with a man known as Hermit, whose secret could impact their growing relationship.

FIC RICE LUANNE
Hubbard's Point, Connecticut. Nearly a year after the death of eighteen-year-old Charlie, singer-songwriter Sheridan
Rosslare still hasn't played a note of the music that was once her life's passion. Tucked away in the beach house where she raised her only child, she lives with her memories of him and a grief too big to share even with her beloved sisters or her dear friend Stevie Moore. Nor can Stevie comfort Charlie's heartbroken girlfriend, Nell Kilvert, whom she regards as a daughter. Nell won't rest until she finds out what really happened to the boy she loved. Out of the past she summons a man she believes cares enough, and is tough enough, to uncover the truth--Sheridan's long-ago soul mate, Gavin Dawson.--From publisher description.

FIC RICHARDS
Four women who seem to have nothing in common find they are more alike then they thought while spending the summer in a group of run down beach cottages on the island of Happiness Key.

FIC ROBINSON JEREMY
On board a research vessel in the Pacific, expert tracker Mark Hawkins is trapped on a tropical island with the crew and uncovers evidence of the island’s history as the site of a brutal World War II human experimentation program.

FIC ROBINSON PETER

FIC SANDERS LAWRENCE

FIC SIDDONS
Every August, four women would gather together to spend a week at the beach, renting a new house each year. The ritual began when they were in their twenties and their husbands were in medical school, and became a mainstay of every summer thereafter. Their only criteria was oceanfront and isolation, their only desire to strengthen their far-flung friendships. They called themselves the Girls of August. But when one of the Girls dies tragically, the group slowly drifts apart and their vacations together are brought to a halt. Years later, a new marriage reunites them and they decide to come together once again on a remote barrier island off the South Carolina coast. There, far from civilization, the women make startling discoveries that will change them in ways they never expected.

FIC SMITH HAYWOOD
Sisters Dahlia, Iris, Violet, and Rose must put past hurts and petty rivalries aside when they are forced to live together in their grandmother's run-down summer cabin for ninety days.

FIC SPARKS

FIC THAYER NANCY
After her husband's sudden death from a heart attack and to keep her family in their beloved Nantucket home, Carley Winsted transforms her expensive, expansive house into a bed-and-breakfast. But complications arise: Carley's mother-in-law disapproves; a friend forces Carley to keep a secret that, if revealed, will undo families and friendships; and, her late husband's former law partner keeps showing up at the most unexpected times.

FIC THAYER NANCY

FIC TONKIN

FIC WAX

FIC WHITE KAREN

FIC WHITE ROBIN

FIC WIGGS

Private nurse and protected witness Claire Turner, accompanying her dying patient, George Bellamy, to Willow Creek to try and reconcile his relationship with his estranged brother, meets and falls in love with George's grandson Ross, but her past and his mistrust threaten to ruin their chances at happiness.

FIC WILSON SUSAN

FIC WOODS STUART

FIC WOODS STUART

A novel featuring Stone Barrington.

J FIC DERBY

Kile, almost thirteen, spends much of the summer yearning to explore a nearby island, striving to be a good brother, fishing with an elderly neighbor, and fuming at his parents over their separation that is forcing his mother to sell the family's cabin on a Michigan lake.

LRG.PRT FIC BINCHY

LRG.PRT FIC BRASHARES

For as long as she can remember, 21-year-old Alice has spent
summers on Fire Island with her parents and older sister, Riley. Riley, 24, is a beach lifeguard, more boyish in both looks and spirit than sweet, feminine Alice. An island neighbor and Riley's best friend, Paul, whose father is dead and mother mostly absent, returns to the island after two years away and must decide whether to sell his family's house there. More importantly, he and Alice finally act on an attraction they've felt for years, but they keep their frequent nuzzling quiet so as not to hurt Riley. Riley, meanwhile, has her own problems that could ruin Alice and Paul's clandestine romance and just about everything else. Brashares's YA roots are on display: the girls and Paul act like high school kids (Riley threatens to move out of the house unless everyone butts out; Paul and Alice are stricken with the most saccharine of puppy love), and anything below the surface is left untouched.

**LRG.PRT FIC CORNWELL**  

**LRG.PRT FIC DELINSKY**  

**LRG.PRT FIC FRANK**  
When Cate Cooper's late husband leaves her both penniless and homeless, she returns to her childhood home at Folly Beach, a place that harbors bad memories from her past but also holds promise of unexpected fulfillment.

**LRG.PRT FIC FRANK**  
Newly graduated from college and an aspiring writer, Beth Hayes craves independence and has a world to conquer. But notions of travel, graduate study, and writing the great American novel will have to be postponed. Beth is elected by her elders to house-sit the Island Gamble. Surrounded by the shimmering blue waters of the Atlantic, the white clapboards, silver tin roof, and confessional porch have seen and heard generations of Hamiltons. But will ghosts of the Island Gamble be watching over Beth?--From publisher description.

**LRG.PRT FIC GRAVES**  

**LRG.PRT FIC HILDERBRAND**  
Meredith Martin Delinn, under siege after it is learned her husband cheated rich investors out of billions of dollars, persuades her estranged friend Connie Flute to take her along to Connie's house in Nantucket, where the two women, both nursing their broken hearts, learn lessons of love, healing, and redemption.

**LRG.PRT FIC HOAG**  
Elena was once a child of wealth and privilege in Palm Beach until she was betrayed and disillusioned by those closest to her. She became an undercover cop until a tragic mistake ended her career, now she trains horses for a living. After
finding the body of a friend is determined to find the truth, that will shock Palm Beach society to its core, and could very well get her killed.

Young army veteran Michelle Sanderson returns to Blackberry Island Inn to claim her inheritance and recover from the perils of war. Instead she must come to terms with the looming financial instability of the Inn, and a friendship destroyed by a shocking betrayal.


Four women who seem to have nothing in common find they are more alike then they thought while spending the summer in a group of run down beach cottages on the island of Happiness Key.

Divorcée Theresa Osborne, on a vacation at the seaside, finds a love message in a bottle and becomes obsessed with learning the story behind the note.

A novel set on a remote Australian island, where a childless couple live quietly running a lighthouse, until a boat carrying a baby washes ashore.

Jamie Newman flees New York after her boyfriend cheats on her with her half-sister, Laurel, and heads to the tiny barrier island of Seaside Cove, North Carolina, but she arrives to find the cozy cottage she expected is a rundown bungalow, and while she suspects the attractive repairman could help her heal her broken heart, it does not look like she will get a chance to find out when her mother, niece, and even Laurel show up.


Read by Nathaniel Parker. An army of fairy space probes have returned to Earth reprogrammed to destroy Atlantis and only Artemis Fowl can stop them. As he races to save the subaquatic city, he must also combat an onslaught of obsessive compulsive and delusional disorders, both byproducts of prodigious intellect and immense stress.

In the year 2100, as the island of Wing is about to be covered
by water, fifteen-year-old Mara discovers the existence of New
World sky cities that are safe from the storms and rising
waters, and convinces her people to travel to one of these
cities in order to save themselves.

YA FIC COLFER
When an army of fairy space probes programmed to destroy
Atlantis return to Earth, Artemis Fowl attempts to stop the
destruction of the city while dealing with his delusional and
obsessive-compulsive disorders.

YA FIC FAMA
Fama, Elizabeth. Overboard. 1st ed. Chicago : Cricket Books,
2002.
Escaping from a sinking ferry in the waters off Sumatra,
fourteen-year-old Emily fights for survival for herself and a
young Indonesian boy, who draws courage from his quiet but
firm Islamic faith.

YA FIC MAYALL
Sixteen-year-old Amy escapes family difficulties by immersing
herself in her job at a mermaid-themed water show.